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What are emotional maps? 
(Why) do we need them? 

−  „Emotional Cartography is a collection of essays from artists, 
designers, psychogeographers, cultural researchers, 
futurologists and neuroscientists, brought together by Christian 
Nold, to explore the political, social and cultural implications of 
visualising intimate biometric data and emotional experiences 
using technology.“ (Nold, 2009, http://emotionalcartography.net/) 

−  „Emotional maps (subgroup of mental maps) allow users to get 
involved in the process of collecting information related to their 
emotional links with their environment. The idea is grounded 
within the GeoParticipation – using spatial tools in order to 
involved citizen in community participation.“ (Pánek, 2015) 
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Different approaches 

−  biomapping 



Different approaches 

−  „from where I stand“ 



Different approaches 

−  (online) mapping 



České Budějovice 
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Ukázka z Třebíče 



Analogové mapy po převedení do GIS 





Results, data, maps… (GeoJSON, ShapeFile,…) 
I	  like	  biking	  here	   	   	   	   	  I	  dislike	  biking	  here	  



Results, data, maps… 
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Results, data, maps… 



Easy to use while being “official” enough 

−  http://www.pocitovemapy.cz/index-en.html 



Thank you for your time! 
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